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Abstract 
Background and Aims: Patient-centric management of inflammatory bowel disease [IBD] is important, with consensus considering patient-
reported outcomes alongside clinical and endoscopic assessment by healthcare providers. However, evidence regarding patients’ treatment 
priorities is still limited. This study aimed to elicit benefit–risk trade-offs that patients with IBD are willing to make, to help inform discussions 
about patient-centric treatment targets.
Methods: This was a cross-sectional online survey of adults with self-confirmed Crohn’s disease [CD] or ulcerative colitis [UC] receiving 
IBD treatment. The impact of efficacy, administration and safety on treatment preferences was elicited using a discrete choice experiment. 
Relative attribute importance [RAI] and maximum acceptable risk of mild-to-moderate side effects [SEs] were estimated from a mixed logit 
model.
Results: In total, 400 patients [CD: 54%; UC: 46%; female: 38.0%; age range: 18–78 years] were recruited. Efficacy, administration and safety 
affected treatment preferences to varying degrees, with abdominal pain being most important [RAI 33%] followed by risks of mild-to-moderate 
SEs [RAI 27%] and serious infections [RAI 16%]. To reduce abdominal pain from severe to moderate/mild, patients accepted an additional 18.8% 
or 30.6% risk of mild-to-moderate SEs, respectively. While average preferences between patients with CD and UC were similar, patients with 
CD placed greater importance on abdominal pain [p < 0.05], and patients with UC on bowel urgency [p < 0.05]. However, preferences varied 
notably.
Conclusions: While avoiding abdominal pain, SEs and serious infections had on average the highest treatment priority, preferences varied be-
tween patients. Treatment strategies should consider the trade-offs individuals are willing to make.
Key Words: Quality of life; socio-economical; psychological endpoints

1. Introduction
There is increasing evidence that a treat-to-target approach 
may improve outcomes for patients with inflammatory 
bowel disease [IBD],1 with the STRIDE-II recommendations 
identifying clinical remission, endoscopic healing, restoration 
of quality of life [QoL] and absence of disability as important 
and achievable long-term treatment targets.2 Integration of 
additional patient-reported outcomes [PROs] into recom-
mendations highlights an increasing need to better under-
stand what goals patients themselves deem most important 
and how these might be achieved with current therapies.

The treatment landscape for IBD is evolving, and new treat-
ments have significantly contributed to reduced clinical mor-
bidity, improvements in QoL, avoidance of work absence and/
or loss of productivity, as each treatment offers a unique at-
tribute profile in terms of safety, efficacy and administration.3 

With the diversification of the treatment landscape as novel 
treatments are developed, the focus lies increasingly on op-
timal treatment selection as well as the definition of individual 
treatment targets and trade-offs patients make to optimize 
their treatment based on their needs. However, it is crucial to 
note that physicians may perceive the risk of side effects and 
other attributes differently to patients.4

Treat-to-target strategies through personalized care5 have 
been advocated and individualizing patient care in IBD may 
lead to improved outcomes.1 However, quantitative evi-
dence of patients’ treatment priorities is still limited. Patient 
preference data can be used to help define patient-centric 
treatment targets by assessing the relative importance of 
different treatment aspects as well as acceptable benefit–
risk profiles. Previously conducted preference studies 
in IBD may not be suitable for informing patient-centric 
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treat-to-target approaches, because they have either focused 
on clinical endpoints that may not reflect all treatment op-
tions, or they only cover a narrow population of patients 
with IBD.5–9

This study used a discrete choice experiment [DCE] and a 
thresholding exercise [TE] to quantify the effect of different 
treatment attributes on patient preferences and to elicit the 
trade-offs that patients are willing to make between treat-
ment risks, treatment administration and disease outcomes. 
The findings provide insights into patients’ treatment pri-
orities and can form a basis for patient-centric treatment 
practice.

2.  Materials and Methods
2.1  Study design and patients
The P-POWER IBD study was a cross-sectional online 
survey of adults with Crohn’s disease [CD] or ulcerative col-
itis [UC]. Patients were recruited through partnership with 
the European Federation of Crohn’s and Ulcerative Colitis 
Associations [EFCCA] and from nationally representative 
online access panels between October 2020 and December 
2020. Eligible patients met the following self-reported cri-
teria: ≥18 years; resident of Ireland, UK, Italy, Luxembourg, 
Belgium, Switzerland, France, Germany, Austria, Spain, the 
Netherlands or Portugal; diagnosed with CD or UC; and cur-
rently receiving treatment for IBD. In total, 181 patients with 
a self-reported diagnosis of irritable bowel syndrome [IBS] 
were excluded.

The overall study flow is presented in Figure 1. To ensure 
clinical relevance and patient-centricity, clinicians experi-
enced in treating IBD [E.L., C.A.S., S.G.] and EFCCA repre-
sentatives contributed to the protocol development as well as 
data interpretation. Patient input was considered throughout 
the instrument development phase.

The study was conducted in compliance with local laws 
and regulations and informed consent was collected from 
all participants. The Institutional Review Board [IRB] at the 
Ethical and Independent Review Services [E&I] reviewed and 
approved the study protocols, informed consent and other 
study documents [study number 20003 – 01C].

2.2  Development of the discrete choice 
experiment
The six treatment attributes [with three to four levels each] 
that were included in the DCE [Table 1] were informed by 
foundational qualitative research consisting of a targeted 

literature review, a focus group and two rounds of online 
voting with patients with IBD, which have been published 
previously.10 The targeted literature review of published 
patient preference studies in IBD was conducted to sup-
plement the qualitative study findings and help refine the 
included treatment attributes [Supplementary Material: 
Appendix 1].

Within the DCE, patients with IBD were asked to com-
plete a series of choices between two hypothetical treat-
ment alternatives [Figure 2]. The performance of the two 
alternatives on the six attributes was varied systematically 
according to a D-efficient design with 36 choice tasks. To 
minimize the burden for each respondent, the design was 
split into three blocks of 12 choice tasks and every patient 
completed one randomly allocated block. The order of 
the experimental choice tasks was randomized to mitigate 
learning and fatigue effects. Task numbers 5 and 6 were 
fixed to construct a subsequent TE. In addition, the presen-
tation order of symptoms and risks in the choice tasks was 
randomized between patients to avoid ordering effects.11 
Finally, three non-experimental choice tasks were included: 
(1) the first non-experimental task was an interactive dem-
onstration and practice choice task to familiarize patients 
with the format of the DCE; (2) the second was a repeated 
choice task to test the stability of patients’ preferences; and 
(3) the final task was a dominance test that included one 
superior and one inferior treatment alternative. Overall, pa-
tients completed 15 choice tasks.

The DCE was tested during ten iterative think-aloud 
pre-testing interviews that assessed the clarity of the choice 
tasks, the risk communication approach [e.g. graphical rep-
resentations], the completeness of attributes and patients’ 
ability to trade off between attributes.12 In addition, the 
possibility of including an opt-out alternative was explored 
during the qualitative pilot, but taking no treatment was 
perceived as unrealistic by patients. Subsequently, a quan-
titative pilot was conducted with 50 patients from the UK. 
Details on the literature review, the think-aloud interviews 
and the quantitative pilot are included in Supplementary 
Material: Appendix 1.

2.3  Threshold exercise
To extend the scope of the DCE beyond the included attri-
butes, a TE elicited patients’ average maximum acceptable 
risk [MAR] of cancer and maximum acceptable number 
of weeks on steroids per year. For this, patients were pre-
sented with choice tasks 5 and 6 after completion of the 
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Figure 1. P-POWER mixed methodology study flow. DCE, discrete choice experiment.
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DCE, with their previously denoted preference being high-
lighted as a reminder. The risk of cancer or the number of 
weeks on steroids per year were added as additional attri-
butes to one of each of these choice tasks. While the risk 
of the previously non-chosen treatment option was fixed 
at 4:1000 for the risk of cancer and 0 for the number of 
weeks on steroids per year, the corresponding levels of the 
previously chosen alternative were systematically increased 
until preference reversal was observed. The point at which 
this reversal was observed was used as a measure of the 
maximum acceptable level of each of the two attributes. 
More details are included in Supplementary Material: 
Appendix 2.

2.4  Questionnaire and data collection
The DCE and TE were integrated into a comprehensive 
questionnaire that consisted of the following sections: (1) 
sociodemographic data; (2) self-reported clinical data; and 
(3) health literacy assessment. The full survey questionnaire 
is included in Supplementary Material: Appendix 3. All pa-
tients answered direct questions about the type of treatment 

they would prefer and completed the DCE and TE sections. 
Furthermore, all patients completed the IBD disc13 to obtain 
a visual representation of IBD-related disability and also the 
Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy-Fatigue 
[FACIT-F] scale14 to assess their level of fatigue during usual 
daily activities over the past week.

The questionnaire also included indication-specific in-
struments. Specifically, patients with UC completed the 
Patient Simple Clinical Colitis Activity Index [P-SCCAI] 
to quantify UC disease activity;15 an adapted partial Mayo 
score was determined for patients with UC based on pa-
tients’ responses to two questions about stool frequency 
and one question about rectal bleeding. Patients with CD 
completed two PRO measures [PRO2] [frequency of liquid 
or very soft stools and abdominal pain] to assess disease 
activity.

2.5  Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were conducted in R version 4.0.5 
[Supplementary Material: Appendix 4]. Frequency statistics 
were reported for the sociodemographic data, clinical data, 
ratings, internal validity tests and survey completion time. 
Data from the five PROs were analysed following published 
scoring methods.2,14–16

The collected DCE data were analysed within a random 
utility maximization [RUM] framework.17 A correlated 
mixed multinomial logit [MXL] model was used to estimate 
the effects of deviations from the reference level of each 
attribute [Table 1] on treatment preferences.18 Correlated 
MXL models account for variations in preferences be-
tween patients, as well as random variations in their choice 
consistency.18,19

Two behavioural output measures were derived from the 
MXL models: (1) relative attribute importance [RAI] scores 
were defined as the maximum percentage contribution of 
each attribute to a treatment’s desirability [i.e. utility]—in 
addition to the RAI scores for the overall sample, subgroup 
estimates were obtained for each IBD type [i.e. CD vs UC] 
using interaction effects in the main model; (2) to express 
attribute valuation as trade-offs with a common denomin-
ator, MAR was obtained as the ratio between each estimated 
parameter and the linear marginal disutility from the risk of 
mild-to-moderate side effects.

Subgroup analyses were also conducted based on gender, 
disease activity [based on P-SCCAI for UC and PRO2 for 
CD], time since diagnosis and advanced therapy experience 
using interaction effects in the model.

The data from the TE were analysed using a double-inflated 
interval regression model that estimated the average MAR 
of cancer and the average maximum acceptable number 
of weeks on steroids per year.20 Similar to zero inflation in 
the Poisson model,21 the mechanism of double inflation was 
introduced in the interval regression to account for the clus-
tering of answers at the extremes, which is often observed in 
TE due to the bounds of the evaluated risk attributes. The 
analysis was conducted for the overall sample and the UC and 
CD subsamples separately.

3.  Results
3.1  Patient characteristics
A total of 774 patients clicked on the link to partici-
pate in the study, with 181 excluded due to IBS diagnosis 

Table 1. Final attributes and levels identified for inclusion in the discrete 
choice experiment 

Attribute Level 

Administration (1)Oral at home, every day

(2)Injection at home, every few weeks

(3)Injection at home, every few months

(4)Infusion at hospital, every few monthsa

Abdominal painb (1)No pain

(2)Mild pain: aware but tolerable

(3)Moderate pain: interferes with usual 
activities

(4)Severe pain: intolerablea

Bowel urgency (1)You can usually postpone as long as ne-
cessary without fear of having an accident

(2)You usually can postpone for a short 
while without fear of an accident

(3)You usually have to rush to the toilet, but 
cannot avoid having an occasional accidenta

Fatigue (1)No fatigue

(2)Mild fatigue: little effect on usual activ-
ities

(3)Moderate fatigue: some effect on usual 
activities

(4)Severe fatigue: considerable effect on 
usual activitiesa

Risk of mild or mod-
erate side effectsc,d

(1) 100 out of 1000 [10%]

(2) 200 out of 1000 [20%]

(3)400 out of 1000 [40%]a

Risk of serious 
infectionsc

(1) 0 out of 1000 [0%]

(2) 50 out of 1000 [5%]

(3)100 out of 1000 [10%]a

aReference level for attribute.
bSeverity was presented on a 0–100 visual analogue scale: 0–<25 = low; 
25–<50 = mild; 50–<75 = moderate; 75–100 = severe.
cRisk was presented using coloured icon arrays.
dIncluded adverse events such as nausea, vomiting, headache, non-serious 
infections, skin reactions, laboratory abnormalities and infusion reactions.
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or due to the recruitment quota being filled. Of the re-
maining 593 patients, 191 had incomplete survey data 
and two entries were excluded due to duplicate IP ad-
dresses. A total of 400 patients (CD: 54%; UC: 46%; 
female: 38.0%; mean age: 41 years [range: 18–78]) had 
final complete data.

Patients with CD or UC had comparable demographics 
and disease characteristics [Table 2]. While many patients 
self-reported their IBD as mild or moderate, only 17% 
[n = 62] considered their disease to be in remission, and al-
most half of those not in remission reported experiencing 
an active flare at the time of the survey [42%, n = 141]. In 
contrast to the direct self-reported disease activity, PRO2 
and P-SCCAI scores calculated from patient responses to 
clinical questions suggested that 28% [n = 61] of patients 
with CD and 55% [n = 101] of patients with UC were in 
remission.

At the time of the survey, 65% [n = 260] of patients were 
taking steroids [via any administration route], 65% [n = 259] 
were taking 5-aminosalicylates [5-ASAs] and 45% [n = 179] 
were taking immunomodulators. Almost half of the patients 
[46%, n = 184] were taking an advanced therapy [biologics 
39%, n = 157; Janus kinase inhibitors 7%, n = 27]. There 
were some descriptive differences in current treatment use be-
tween the CD and UC populations, with more patients with 
UC taking 5-ASAs (UC: 77% [n = 143], CD: 54% [n = 116]) 
and more patients with CD having experience with advanced 
therapies (UC: 42% [n = 78], CD: 67% [n = 145]).

Patient self-reported symptoms and impacts are shown 
in Supplementary Material: Appendix 5. A complete list of 

patient characteristics is included in Supplementary Material: 
Appendix 6.

3.2  Discrete choice analyses
The DCE’s internal validity measures were in line with those 
observed in the literature.22 Most patients had a high level 
of self-reported health literacy [70%, n = 279] and adequate 
numeracy [84%, n = 334]. Also, most patients passed the 
repeated choice question [74%, n = 297] and dominance 
test [85%, n = 339]. These results were similar to those ob-
served in previously reported studies.22 In addition, almost 
all patients varied their choices between alternatives [99%, 
n = 396], and most patients [88%, n = 352] spent an appro-
priate amount of time on the DCE questions, indicating that 
they were engaged throughout the survey.

The main estimates are presented in Figure 3. The model 
had a good data fit with an adjusted McFadden R2 of 0.436 
[0.2–0.4 is considered an excellent data fit]. All attributes 
mattered to patients and had a significant effect on prefer-
ences. On average, patients with IBD valued reductions in 
pain, avoiding having to rush to the toilet, avoiding severe 
levels of fatigue as well as lower risks of adverse events. In 
addition, patients significantly preferred injections over infu-
sions and preferred daily oral pills at home over injections, 
even if injections were as infrequent as once every few months 
[all p < 0.05]. However, the significant standard deviations 
suggest that the effect of changes in attributes on treatment 
preferences varied between patients, except for the risk of ser-
ious infections. The effect of disease type on these estimates is 
included in Supplementary Material: Appendix 7.

Treatment aspects

Administration

Abdominal pain

Bowel urgency

Moderate pain Mild pain

0 100

200 out of 1000 (20%) 100 out of 1000 (10%)

0 out of 1000 (0%) 100 out of 1000 (10%)

0 100

You can postpone as long as
necessary without fear of

having an accident

Aware but tolerableInterferes with usual activities

You can postpone for a short
while without fear of having

an accident

Fatigue

Risk of mild or
moderate side effects

Risk of serious infections

Mild fatigue:
little effect on usual activities

Moderate fatigue:
some effect on usual activities

Treatment A Treatment B

Infusion at hospital
every few months

Injection at home
every few months

Figure 2. Example choice task between two hypothetical treatment alternativesa. aWhile reflecting typical features of IBD medications, the hypothetical 
treatment alternatives were not intended to replicate specific clinical treatments. IBD, inflammatory bowel disease.
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Although all attributes mattered to patients, their relative 
importance differed [Figure 4 and Supplementary Material: 
Appendix 8]. Avoiding abdominal pain was most important 
to patients [RAI: 33.4%, 95% confidence interval (CI): 
29.2%, 37.5%] followed by the risk of mild or moderate side 
effects [RAI: 26.8%, 95% CI: 21.8%, 31.7%], risk of serious 
infections [RAI: 15.7%, 95% CI: 10.1%, 21.3%], treatment 
administration [RAI: 9.7%, 95% CI: 6.8%, 12.6%], fatigue 
[RAI: 8.8%, 95% CI: 6.9%, 10.7%] and bowel urgency [RAI: 
5.7%, 95% CI: 3.4%, 7.9%]. Overall, all treatment benefits 
together [RAI: 50.9%] were approximately as important as 
all risks together [RAI: 49.1%]. While the preferences of pa-
tients with CD or UC were mostly aligned, patients with CD 
placed greater importance on abdominal pain [RAI: 36.4% 
vs 30.5%, respectively; p = 0.032] than patients with UC, 
and patients with UC placed greater importance on bowel 

urgency than patients with CD [RAI: 7.4% vs 3.7%, respect-
ively; p = 0.039].

Pre-specified subgroup analyses indicated that fe-
males placed a lower relative importance on administra-
tion [p < 0.001] and more importance on abdominal pain 
[p < 0.001] than males and that patients aged ≤35  years 
old placed more importance on administration and less 
importance on abdominal pain than older patients [ad-
ministration: 36–45 years p < 0.001, >45 years, p < 0.001; 
abdominal pain: ≥36  years p < 0.001; Figure 5 and 
Supplementary Material: Appendix 9]. Furthermore, pa-
tients diagnosed more than 5  years ago placed more im-
portance on administration than those diagnosed less than 
2  years ago or 2–5  years ago [both p < 0.001], more im-
portance on bowel urgency than those diagnosed less than 
2 years ago [p = 0.005], but less importance on abdominal 
pain than patients diagnosed more recently [p < 0.001]. 
Patients with active UC [defined as P-SCCAI ≥ 5] placed 
a higher importance on abdominal pain than those with 
inactive UC [P-SCCAI < 5; p = 0.044]. Patients with CD 
in clinical remission [defined as PRO2 score 0–7] or with 
mild CD [PRO2 score 8–13] placed a higher importance 
on abdominal pain vs patients with moderate-to-severe CD 
(PRO2 score 14–33 [moderate], ≥34 [severe]; p = 0.004). 
Patients with CD in clinical remission also placed a lower 
importance on administration [p = 0.009] and a higher im-
portance on mild-to-moderate side effects [p = 0.033] vs pa-
tients with moderate-to-severe CD. Patients with advanced 
therapy experience placed a higher importance on admin-
istration [p = 0.001] and a lower importance on avoiding 
abdominal pain [p = 0.001].

Using marginal rates of substitution, as implied by pa-
tients’ choices in the DCE, MARs of mild or moderate side 
effects were estimated as the ratio between the parameter 
of an attribute under evaluation, and the negative of the 
linear coded risk parameter. MAR estimates provided in-
sights into the benefit–risk trade-offs patients were willing 
to make [Figure 6 and Supplementary Material: Appendix 
10]. Most notably, to reduce their abdominal pain from 
severe to moderate, patients were willing to accept an add-
itional 18.8% [95% CI: 13.1%, 24.5%] risk of mild or 
moderate side effects, 30.6% [95% CI: 22.6%, 38.6%] if 
the pain was reduced to mild and 37.4% [95% CI: 27.5%, 
47.3%] to avoid abdominal pain entirely. To reduce the 
risk of serious infections from 10% to 5%, patients were 
willing to accept an additional 9.6% [95% CI: 4.3%, 
15.0%] risk of mild or moderate side effects and an add-
itional 19.3% [95% CI: 8.7%, 30.0%] to reduce the risk 
to 0%. Patients were also willing to accept an additional 
6.5% risk of mild or moderate side effects to reduce their 
level of fatigue from severe to moderate [95% CI, 3.0%, 
10.1%], 8.4% greater risk to reduce bowel urgency so that 
they can postpone as long as necessary [95% CI, 4.6%, 
12.2%], and 10.3% added risk [95% CI, 6.6%, 14.0%] to 
replace an infusion at hospital with a daily oral treatment 
or an injection at home.

3.3  Thresholding analysis
The results of the thresholding analysis are summarized in 
Supplementary Material: Appendix 11. The average MAR 
of cancer in the overall sample was 4.8%. This measure 
of MAR differed significantly between the type of disease 
[UC = 4.0% vs CD = 5.6%, p = 0.023]. Furthermore, 

Table 2. Patient demographics and disease characteristics

 Overall 
[N = 400] 

CD [n = 215, 54%] UC [n = 185, 
46%] 

Age, years

  Mean [SD] [range] 41.0 [12.8] 
[18.0–78.0]

39.9 [12.6]  
[18.0–74.0]

42.3 [13.0] 
[19.0–78.0]

Gender, n [%]

  Female 152 [38.0] 88 [40.9] 64 [34.6]

  Male 247 [61.8] 126 [58.6] 121 [65.4]

  Other 1 [0.2] 1 [0.5] 0 [0.0]

Self-reported disease activity, n [%]

  In remission 67 [16.8] 40 [18.6] 27 [14.6]

  Mild 125 [31.2] 65 [30.2] 60 [32.4]

  Moderate 195 [48.8] 103 [47.9] 92 [49.7]

  Severe 13 [3.2] 7 [3.3] 6 [3.2]

Active IBD flare if not in remissiona, n [%]

  Yes 141 [42.3] 77 [44.0] 64 [40.5]

  No 192 [57.7] 98 [56.0] 94 [59.5]

Time since IBD diagnosis, n [%]

  <1 year 35 [8.8] 21 [9.8] 14 [7.6]

  1–2 years 79 [19.8] 42 [19.5] 37 [20.0]

  2–5 years 130 [32.5] 58 [27.0] 72 [38.9]

  >5 years 156 [39.0] 94 [43.7] 62 [33.5]

Current CD or UC medications, n [%]

  Steroids 260 [65.0] 140 [65.1] 120 [64.9]

  5-Aminosalicylates 259 [64.8] 116 [54.0] 143 [77.3]

  Immunomodulators 179 [44.8] 109 [50.7] 70 [37.8]

  Biologics 157 [39.2] 107 [49.8] 50 [27.0]

  Janus kinase in-
hibitors

27 [6.8] 16 [7.4] 11 [5.9]

Advanced therapyb experience

  Current or previous 
experience

223 [55.8] 145 [67.4] 78 [42.2]

Surgery to treat IBD, 
n [%]

  Yes 107 [26.8] 80 [37.2] 27 [14.6]

  No 293 [73.2] 135 [62.8] 158 [85.4]

CD, Crohn’s disease; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; SD, standard 
deviation; UC, ulcerative colitis.
aThe questionnaire did not define either ‘remission’ or ‘active IBD flare’, 
meaning patients may have considered themselves to be simultaneously 
neither in remission nor experiencing an active IBD flare.
bBiologics or Janus kinase inhibitors.
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patients were on average willing to accept a maximum of 
10  weeks on steroids per year in the overall sample. This 
tolerance did not differ significantly between the two dis-
eases [UC = 11.0 weeks vs CD = 9.2 weeks, p = 0.112]. Full 
model estimates are included in Supplementary Material: 
Appendix 12.

4.  Discussion
This study demonstrated that patients with IBD were willing 
to make trade-offs between symptom improvement, adminis-
tration convenience and treatment risk, which can form the 

basis for setting patient-centric treatment targets. The overall 
IBD population valued all six attributes included in the DCE, 
although their treatment preferences were mostly affected by 
the potential for amelioration of abdominal pain followed by 
the risk of mild or moderate side effects, and serious infec-
tions. Patients also significantly preferred a daily oral treat-
ment regimen over other modes of administration. From a 
symptom perspective, patients valued avoiding severe fatigue 
but did not distinguish between improvements to mild or mod-
erate fatigue. Furthermore, patients’ valuations of avoiding 
bowel urgency were largely driven by concerns about having 
to rush to the toilet to avoid a potential accident. Concerning 
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Figure 3. MXL model output [overall IBD population, n = 400]. Estimates quantify how deviating from the reference level [dot] in each attribute 
affects preferences. The larger the estimate, the larger the effect on preferences. The effects are ordinal. SDs next to the bar quantify the degree 
of heterogeneity in preferences. LL [pooled MXL] = –1770.7; adjusted McFadden R2 = 0.4362; BIC = 4431.3; alternative specific constant = 0.036 
[SE = 0.051; p = NS]. BIC, Bayesian information criterion; CI, confidence interval; IBD, inflammatory bowel disease; LL, log-likelihood at convergence; 
MLE, mixed likelihood estimate; MXL, mixed multinomial logit; NS, non-significant; SD, standard deviation; SE, standard error. **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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tolerability and safety, patients with IBD generally preferred 
treatment with a lower risk of serious infection. Looking at 
the specific disease types, the effect of the different attributes 
on patients’ treatment preferences were similar for both pa-
tients with CD and UC, although bowel urgency was a signifi-
cantly larger driver of treatment preferences in patients with 
UC, whereas patients with CD were driven more by abdom-
inal pain. The fact that all attributes mattered to patients con-
firmed that these were relevant.

In terms of trade-offs between treatment attributes, pa-
tients with IBD were willing to accept an additional 19% risk 
of mild or moderate side effects to reduce their abdominal 
pain from severe to moderate. Accepting additional risk of 
side effects to ameliorate or control symptoms has been seen 
in previous studies exploring trade-offs between risks and 
remission.8,10,23 Patients with IBD were willing to accept an 
average of 28% chance of serious infection and 1.8% risk of 
lymphoma to avoid a disease relapse in the next 5–10 years.10 
Patients with UC also considered symptom control to be 
2.5 times as important as symptom improvement11 and, 
importantly, pain management ranks high among patients 
with IBD.10 This supports the results of our study that found 
avoiding abdominal pain was paramount [RAI 33%] for this 
patient population, accepting up to 30.6% additional risk of 
mild-to-moderate side effects to reduce abdominal pain from 
severe to moderate/mild. Abdominal pain was of greater im-
portance for patients with active UC than those with inactive 
UC, and is of greater importance for patients with CD in 
clinical remission or mild CD compared with patients with 
moderate-to-severe CD.

For every attribute except serious infections, there was sig-
nificant preference heterogeneity. Most of the preference het-
erogeneity was due to individual idiosyncrasies rather than 
observable aspects such as type of IBD, age or gender. This 
suggests that optimal treatment selection is likely to be spe-
cific to the individual. Thus, an individualized approach to 
treatment may be required to provide patients with the treat-
ment they value most.

While previous studies have looked at patient preferences 
on treatment characteristics,5–9 only few ventured to cover 
both CD and UC, and many were not comprehensive in as-
sessing a range of treatment attributes. The present analysis 
provides broad and novel insights in this area and highlights 
the need for personalized treatment discussions and decisions 
between patients and their healthcare providers. Identifying 
and characterizing the breadth of heterogeneity in patient 
preferences among those with CD and UC allows physicians 
to develop a highly personalized patient-centric treat-to-target 
strategy,24 which is recommended in management guidelines.1 
Our study showed aggregate treatment benefit attributes were 
almost equally important to patients as treatment risks, thus 
highlighting a need for education on overall benefit–risk pro-
files of individual therapy options, particularly within the 
context of a treat-to-target approach.25 Furthermore, this 
study includes a novel methodological approach, with the de-
velopment of a model for the analysis of thresholding data 
[double inflated interval regression] that aims to account for 
bi-modality in the data.

All findings from this study should be interpreted in 
the context of the following limitations: all findings are 
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conditional on the selected attributes; the study was based 
on patient-reported data [e.g. there was no documented con-
firmation of the diagnosis or disease activity]; there may have 
been variability in patients’ interpretations of some questions, 
potentially influencing the results obtained; there is possible 
intra-patient variability in the data collected at a specific 
point-in-time in life or disease stage of the patients; because 
all respondents completed the questionnaire voluntarily, ra-
ther than being selected at random, selection bias is a potential 
limitation, meaning that the comparability of this sample to 
the overall IBD population is unknown; information bias due 
to measurement error in reporting cannot be entirely ruled 
out, although dedicated screening questions ensured that 
respondents fulfilled all inclusion criteria and only patients 
pre-profiled as having IBD were invited to participate; and 
recruitment was affected by the COVID-19 pandemic and it 
is unknown whether COVID-19 affected elicited preferences 
[e.g. for home- vs hospital-based treatment administration]. 
To minimize this risk, the DCE’s plausibility to participants 
was explicitly tested during the qualitative pre-testing.

In summary, patients with IBD are willing to make trade-
offs between multiple potential treatment benefits and risks, 
as well as administration attributes. Patients emphasized the 
importance of improving a range of symptoms, with a focus 
on abdominal pain and the avoidance of side effects. The dif-
ferences in the relative importance that patients placed on 
treatment attributes indicate that treatment selection should 
consider multiple features carefully and, due to the consid-
erable preference heterogeneity observed, treatment selection 
may benefit from highly individualized approaches. Future 
research should explore how to best consider patient treat-
ment preferences in clinical development and routine clinical 
practice.
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